
He indicated that the DOP team will evaluate the possibil
ity of a pier in ·Punta Ana, Hanga Roa, Hanga Piko, and Ma
taveri Otai on the west coast; Vinapu, Vaihu and Hotu Iti on the
south coast; and Anakena, Ovahe and Taha Roa on the northeast
side of the island.
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A PROJECT LINKING THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION was recently
extended to Easter Island with the incorporation of its school,
Lorenzo Baeza Vega. The project (which functions for the
whole country) creates a network between educational institu
tions equipped with new computers, networks, internet, multi
media and education software to be used by the students. For
them, the Ministry has established central zones that correspond
to academic entities responsible for the coordination of the pro
grams and the abilities of the teachers who participate in the
process.

In the case of Easter Island, the program depends on the
Central Coast Zone of the Catholic University of Valparaiso
(UCV). The program, directed by Eduardo Meyer, benefits 941
students in grammar school, junior high, and high school. It is
grouped into 33 courses with all 55 teachers on the island par
ticipating. The project has two stages, the first for training of the
teachers by the professors of UCV for 15 days. The second in
corporates the students into the system, and is reinforced by
workbooks for the students.
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THE AIR TERMINAL UPGRADE IS COMPLETED and the transferring
of US$200,000 to the Municipalidad of Easter Island for the
development of its infrastructure was announced on 12 July by
the Subsecretary of the Ministry of Public Works, Juan Carlos
Latorre. Latorre traveled to the island to carry out various tasks,
among them being the inauguration of the new air terminal up
grade at Aeropuerto Internacional de Mataveri, including new
quarters for the Servicio de Extinci6n de Incendios (SEI) of the
airport. The Mayor of Rapa Nui, Petero Edmunds, made it clear
that it is necessity to develop a sanitation plan for the island,
including sewers and sewage treatment. He also noted the need
for studying the problem of water rights on the island. Latorre
visited the pier at Hanga Piko as well as fishing harbors (ca/eta)
to see how the infrastructure could be improved.
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THE MUSEO ANTROPOLOGICO P. SEBASTIAN ENGLERT inaugu
rated a new permanent exposition in July. The design and
mounting of the exhibit was fmanced by the Direcci6n de Bib
liotecas, Archivos y Museos, and the Fundaci6n Andes.

THE NUMBER OF RAPANUI in the world is estimated at less than
4000, but rapidly increasing. Approximately 3000 residents are
on the island, and some 300 live in French Polynesia. Continen
tal Chile has about 700 more, and around 50 live in the United
States. A few are scattered throughout Europe and New Zea
land, and one has surfaced in Israel where he has been a resident
for more than 25 years! (Thanks to Fr Francisco Nahoe and
Grant McCall who shared these figures with us).

Rapa Nui Journal 86

A NEWS ITEM OUT OF AUSTRALIA, "International Effort to Re
forest Easter Island" by Radio Australia correspondent Michael
Birt, reported that Australia will help in the Easter Island refor
estation effort by supplying stock generated from seed that was
propagated at Melbourne's Royal Botanic Garden. Birt is
quoted as saying, "Easter Island was once covered with the tree
Sophora Toromiro. The last example there died 38 years ago.
Only about 20 are known to exist in botanic gardens around the
world. Eight are in Melbourne's Botanic Gardens." The Mel
bourne trees exhibit three genetic lines, an important base for
the species' long term viability.

Information concerning the Toromiro Management Group
activities is available bye-mail cpdu@rbgkew.org.uk or www.
rbgkew.org.uk/conservationiToromiro/toro_tl.htrnl

As REPORTED IN THE Wall Street Journal (27 July 1999), a
strange chemical in a soil sample from Rapa Nui is nearing ap
proval as one of the most promising new transplant drugs in
more than a decade. Called Rapamune, it reduces the frequency
of rejection in kidney transplants. Scientists are confident it will
do the same for heart and other organ transplants. The soil sam
ple was collected in 1964-65 during the Canadian Medical Ex
pedition to Easter Island (METEI). This remarkable scientific
expedition was written up in RNJ [Vol. 6(2), Vol. 6(3) and Vol.
6(4)]. METEI evolved from medical research undertaken in the
early 1960s by Dr Stanley Skoryna of McGill University, Mont
real. The project was a scientific undertaking but, by chance,
they found themselves in the midst of a revolt on the island (a
story that would make a great movie!)

What'f> New in C.hi\e

JUAN FERNANDEZ ISLANDS (OR, DREAMS OF GLORY)
The great treasure hunt in the Robinson Crusoe islands is

not over yet. An investigator from the United States, Bernard
Keiser, hopes to return in November to look for a treasure that
he is convinced is hidden in the cave near Puerto Ingles (see
Rapa Nui Journal, Vol. 13(1):20-21. According to information
from the mayor of Juan Fernandez, Leopoldo Gonzalez
Charpentier, Keiser has requested a new five-year concession to
search for the treasure. He abandoned work last February after
three months of unfruitful labor.

The mayor of Juan Fernandez claims that a great rock
found some two meters below the surface constitutes the door of
a cave where gold ingots lie hidden, left there in the 18th century
by English corsairs. It is said they have a value of more than 10
billion dollars. It is speculated that the treasure, snatched from
Spanish ships commercializing with the colonies, would be
found between 6 and 8 meters deep on a line 80 meters from the
line of high tide. The excavations last February were made 100
meters from this line.

The mayor believes in the reality of the treasure, noting
that there are islanders who have found coins from that epoch
aft-:r heavy rains. He added that the Chilean government would
keep 75% of the total value of the finding, but enough should
remain in the budget of Juan Fernandez to satisfy its necessities.
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